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Background

• Named Entity Recognition (NER) aims to annotate each token in a sentence with predefined sets of entity types or the non-entity type.

• The traditional NER paradigm annotates tokens with a fixed set of entity types, and the NER model learns this in one go.

• In a more realistic scenario, NER models need to continuously identify newly emerging entity types without the need for retraining

from scratch. This is known as Continual Named Entity Recognition (CNER).



Challenges

• Common issues in continual learning: catastrophic forgetting.

• Specific issue in CNER: semantic shit of the non-entity type..



Existing Work:

• The designed knowledge distillation did not adequately consider the trade-off between stability and
plasticity.

• Only general forgetting issues were considered, without addressing the specific CNER problem, such as the
semantic shift of the non-entity type.



Our CPFD Method

• We design a pooled features distillation loss to alleviate catastrophic forgetting by retaining linguistic
knowledge and establishing a suitable balance between stability and plasticity.

• By appropriately adjusting the degree of pooling, a compromise feature distillation loss can be obtained.



Our CPFD Method

• We develop a confidence-based pseudo-labeling strategy to specifically identify previous entity types
within the current non-entity type for classification, mitigating the problem of semantic shift.

• To better reduce the recognition errors from the old model, we use entropy as a measure of uncertainty
and the median entropy as a confidence threshold, retaining only those pseudo labels where the old model
exhibits sufficient confidence.



Method Overview



Experimental Setting

• Datasets

• Split the training set into disjoint slides, where each slide
corresponds to a different continual learning step.

• In each slide, retain labels only for the entity types to be learned,
while masking the other labels as the non-entity type.

• CNER Settings

• Evaluation Metrics

• Micro F1 and Macro F1 scores.



Experimental Results

• Main Results



Experimental Results

• Ablation Study
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